Abstract—The number of devices connected to the Internet has outstripped the number of effectively assignable IPv4 addresses. In order to be globally reachable, many devices must share the same IPv4 address; current mechanisms only provide reachability when the device sharing the IPv4 address itself initiates communication. We describe a mechanism to make nodes behind a NAT globally reachable, even when communications are initiated from the global Internet. The intended application of the mechanism, denoted SIPNAT [1], is to allow for the first time bidirectional global reachability of IPv6 addresses by nodes in the global IPv4 Internet, in a scalable manner, thus resolving the major issue associated with IPv4-IPv6 translation.

SIPNAT involves filtering flows at the gateway between the IPv4 and IPv6 domains through a combination of DNS request and timing information for the IPv4 initiated connection (the IPv6 to IPv4 connections are performed using typical NAT mechanisms, where the IPv6 domain takes the role of the private address space). We study the performance of the SIPNAT mechanism using queuing theoretic analysis, and show that our SIPNAT model is accurate on actual data traces.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order for network nodes with IPv6 addresses to maintain communications with the existing IPv4-based Internet, the IPv6 devices need the assistance of a Network Address Translator (NAT) [2], [3]. NATs have up until now successfully resolved the increasing pressures for address space allocation as more and more devices attach to the Internet. These NATs offer connectivity to the global Internet for devices in customer premises (i.e. customer premises equipment, CPE) that only have private IP addresses, and thus are not themselves individually addressable from the Internet. Typically, the NAT box sets up flow parameters so that communications from the premises device with the private address can be translated for proper delivery to a destination in the global Internet.

From the point of view of the external Internet, the CPE devices all appear to have an address belonging to the NAT box itself. This translation is thus one-to-many, and the demultiplexing almost always makes use of the port numbers in the UDP or TCP headers of the packets.

Since the port number is established by packets arriving from the CPE, traffic across the NAT can exclusively be initiated by the CPE device. For this reason, servers and websites in today’s Internet are typically not hosted on nodes relying on NAT for their connectivity to the Internet. Such servers and hosts require allocation of static, globally routable IP addresses, which are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive in today’s Internet.

The situation for IPv6-addressable CPE is very similar. Domains of IPv6-only devices can use the same methods for address translation as are already in use today between the global IPv4 Internet and CPE with private IPv6 addresses. IPv6 applications using existing NAT interface routers are, typically, similarly constrained by the need for the IPv6 CPE to initiate all communications with existing IPv4 network nodes.

All-the-time global reachability is a must for businesses, and it is infeasible to rely on a communications paradigm wherein the business service node initiates contact. Up until now there have not been any scalable solutions that allow for IPv4→IPv6 translation, which is what would be needed to allow the IPv6 destination (the CPE belonging to the business) to receive incoming communications from the legacy IPv4 devices of its existing customers.

This paper describes Source IP NAT (SIPNAT [1]), which has been proposed to provide this scalable IPv4→IPv6 translation. Using SIPNAT, the NAT demultiplexes flows based on a combination of source IP address and NAT interface. It is a mechanism which allows the NAT to create a mapping for a connection request initiated by an IPv4 external address to an IPv6 CPE server, without any changes to either device.

In this paper, we focus on SIPNAT in the context of IPv4→IPv6 translation; but it can also provide global IP reachability to nodes behind a NAT box using private IPv4 addresses as well. The mechanism and its analysis are applicable in the broader context. The key advantages of using IPv6 rather than a private address are the inherent global reachability over the growing IPv6 Internet (in addition to the global reachability with the IPv4 Internet through SIPNAT), the huge address space, and the other associated benefits of the improved IPv6 design.

This paper also presents a queueing theoretical analysis of the SIPNAT mechanism. We highlight its fundamental properties and demonstrate its scalability.

Related work: There are two main strands of work related to the mechanism described in this paper: one focuses on the transition mechanisms for IPv6, while the other deals with providing global connectivity to nodes behind a NAT.

For the first strand, the main mechanisms are either embedding the IPv4 address into the IPv6 address (where for instance the IPv4 address 1.1.1.1 maps to the IPv6 2002:0101:0101::/48) [4], [5], of using tunneling mechanisms (for instance, [6]). These mechanisms have been standardized...
for several years, yet their deployment remains relatively limited. IVI[7] is a proposal which, similar to SIPNAT, enables IPv4 reachability to IPv6 nodes by way of network address translation. IVI requires the assignment of a static IPv4 address on the NAT box for any particular desired IPv6 destination, and each such IPv4 address can only be used by that single IPv6 destination. This approach is thus inherently unscalable. SIPNAT may be viewed as a method for dynamically sharing each such IVI address among many potential IPv6 destinations.

As for reaching nodes behind a NAT, there are standardized solutions, such as STUN [8] and proprietary solutions, such as peer-to-peer mechanisms or Skype [9]. However, these mechanisms require the use of globally reachable servers to act as rendez-vous points, and require the utilization of specific applications and configurations to set up the connection. Unlike SIPNAT, these are not IP level mechanisms to provide global reachability.

**Organization:** The paper is organized as follows. First, in the next section, we briefly highlight the existing IPv4-v6 transition mechanisms and the related work to our proposal. In section II, we describe the basic SIPNAT principles. Section III depicts our queuing theoretic model, and section IV presents the analytical results. Section V shows the performance evaluation, and section VI concludes the paper.

## II. SIPNAT

In this section, we recall the basic SIPNAT mechanism. For further details, we refer the reader to [1].

We assume an external, global IPv4 network, and an IPv6 domain, connected to the IPv4 Internet through a gateway, denoted the **SIPNAT box**. We use the terms external for the global IPv4 Internet, and internal for the IPv6 domain. An (external) IPv4 client wishing to connect to an (internal) IPv6 server only needs to know the destination’s fully qualified domain name (FQDN). It attempts to resolve the name into an address by sending a request to its DNS server. This request is relayed to the DNS server serving the domain of the FQDN. This DNS server for the internal domain is controlled by the administrator of the domain and configured in a way to prevent other DNS servers to cache the mapping corresponding to the FQDN. The DNS reply also instructs the IPv4 client to cache this entry for the minimum amount of time (typically one second, even though this varies for different implementations). Practically, this means that all DNS requests for hosts in the IPv6 domain will be redirected and eventually handled by the same DNS server, which in typical operation will be collocated with the SIPNAT gateway.

Upon receiving a DNS request, the SIPNAT gateway will resolve the FQDN into an IPv6 address $Hv6$. The gateway then supplies a DNS Reply containing an A record with an IPv4 address, $GWv4_i$, which is assigned to its IPv4 interface to the global Internet. The gateway has $K$ such IPv4 interface addresses, and $i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K$, denotes the index for one of these interfaces. The SIPNAT gateway associates the requested IPv6 host $Hv6$ to this IPv4 address $GWv4_i$, so that, for some period of time $τ$, any packet from a “new” flow arriving at $GWv4_i$ will be forwarded to $Hv6$. A packet is designated to belong to a “new” flow if it does not conform to the flow parameters for a previously assigned flow between an IPv4 source and IPv6 destination via $GWv4_i$. The period $τ$ denotes the bind time for the interface $GWv4_i$ and the $Hv6$ address. The bind time should be thought of as the length of time that a packet is enabled to complete a new binding between the source and destination.

Upon receiving the DNS reply, the IPv4 client $Sv4$ starts its transaction with the IPv4 address $GWv4_i$. When the gateway receives a packet at $GWv4_i$, it looks up the IP address of the source, $Sv4$. If found, then the packet is considered to be part of an existing flow. Otherwise, SIPNAT looks again to find if there is a pending flow assignment; there can be at most one such pending assignment. If it exists, SIPNET uses $Sv4$ to establish the pending assignment, along with the destination and associated translation parameters (possibly including QoS) for the flow. $GWv4_i$ is translated to $Hv6$. $Sv4$ is translated to an IPv6 address by prepending a well-known prefix (e.g. ffff:0:0:0/96) to $Sv4$ – for instance, as indicated, to create the IPv4-mapped IPv6 address. Depending on configuration, another 96-bit IPv6 prefix can be used instead, in a similar fashion. In general, SIPNAT can include port information as part of the mapping to $Hv6$, and even add some further protocol identification. This depends on the hardware capability of the gateway. To keep this exposition and analysis generic, we just denote the mapping as between a source and a host, and understand that the definition of source for flow management purposes can include more than just the IP address.

Once the mapping is assigned, further packets from this source $Sv4$ to the gateway address $GWv4_i$ are translated and forwarded to $Hv6$ just as with traditional NAT, except that the translation parameters for packets received by the NAT now depend on the IP address and not the port number.

Any IPv4 source can thus be mapped to the corresponding

---

**Fig. 1.** SIPNAT gateway interfaces and signaling.
IPv6 with which it wishes to communicate, and multiple IPv6 addresses can be mapped to the same IPv4 address on the SIPNAT box. However, the rate at which such mappings happen is limited by the DNS mechanism and the requirement that there may be only one pending flow assignment per SIPNAT IPv4 address. Upon receiving the DNS request, the gateway associates an IPv4 address \( GWv4_i \) with \( Hv6 \) until the expiration of the bind time-out value \( \tau \). Since it possesses only a limited range of addresses \( GWv4_i, 1 \leq i \leq K \), the rate of new flows that can be supported is limited by this allocation mechanism.

It is bounded in two manners: the first constraint is how fast the system can allocate such mappings, since any new flow will block an interface from any other new flow, for a period of time \( \tau \). The second constraint is how many flows from the same source can be handled by the SIPNAT gateway. For a given interface, if source \( Sv4 \) has an existing flow going through \( GWv4_i \), the SIPNAT filters would match any new flow from \( Sv4 \) as identical to \( Sv4 \)'s existing flow. Packets of \( Sv4 \)'s new flow will be forwarded to the IPv6 address assigned to the existing flow, and the new flow would fail.

These two constraints need to be analyzed in detail to assess the viability of the SIPNAT proposal, and to properly dimension a SIPNAT box (for instance, with respect to the number \( K \) of interfaces) to function as intended.

We only described the setting up of flows from the external IPv4 network to the IPv6 network, as we are interested in global reachability. The other direction, from IPv4 to the external Internet, is handled according to any traditional NAT mechanism. Security issues are handled in [1].

In the next section, we define a mathematical model to compute the fundamental properties of SIPNAT, which we use to estimate the number of IPv6 addresses that can be used, namely how many IPv6 addresses can be mapped to a single IPv4 address. The higher this multiplicative factor, the more scalable the scheme.

III. MODEL

We model the gateway/DNS mechanism described in the previous section using a queuing theoretic approach.

We assume that there are \( N_0 \) IPv6 addresses recognized by the DNS server\(^2\), and that the gateway possesses \( K \) interfaces (with the corresponding IPv4 addresses) \( GWv4_1, \ldots, GWv4_K \).

We assume that each IPv6 address is requested according to a Poisson process with rate \( \lambda \). The Poisson arrival time is consistent with the actual flow arrival process being the superposition of a large number of independent individual flows, as the combined inter-arrival times for such processes converges to Poisson (see for instance Chapter 2.6 in [10]). The total rate of request arriving at the gateway is thus \( \lambda N_0 \). This Poisson process could be modulated according to time-of-day or day-of-week variation patterns, but since the performance is monotonic with the arrival rate, we can consider the maximum Poisson arrival rate that the system will encounter to dimension it properly.

We assume furthermore that the DNS session times out after a time \( \theta \) at the source, namely if the source does not receive a reply to its DNS request within time \( \theta \), then the DNS session is lost. We also assume that \( \theta \) is computed so as to exclude the RTT as a first approximation, so that \( \theta \) corresponds to the amount of time the gateway has to return an IPv4 address \( GWv4_i \) to the source. \( \theta \) is a constant for now, but could be modeled as a random variable with a specific distribution if such level of detail was necessary.

After processing the DNS request, the gateway opens an address \( GWv4_i \) for a binding time-out period of \( \tau \) seconds, during which it will map the packets arriving at \( GWv4_i \) to the address \( Hv6 \). This is a one-to-one mapping, meaning that all (non-already recognized) packets to \( GWv4_i \) can only go to \( Hv6 \). Thus during one time window \( \tau \), only one new flow can be established through the interface \( GWv4_i \).

If no interface is available to open a binding window (for instance, all interfaces are already waiting for a new flow packet to arrive), the mapping request is buffered, and a timer is started to assess how long the request has been in the system. The assignment of an address is made only if the request has been in the system within the time \( \theta \); beyond this limit, the DNS response will be too late and ignored, and allocating resources (namely an interface \( GW4 \); reserved for a period of time \( \tau \)) would lead to a waste.

We define by \( W \) the waiting time of the arrival packet before it is assigned an interface. New flows are processed only if, when they are ready to be assigned an interface, \( W < \theta \), so that the DNS request has not timed out at the original client when it eventually receives its DNS reply.

We model our system as a queueing system where customers (here, requests for IPv6 hosts) arrive at rate \( N_0 \lambda \) and are served for a deterministic period of time \( \tau \). Customers can be served in parallel, and customers are impatient: if they wait more than \( \theta \) before their service starts, then they leave the system. In queueing theoretic terms, this is an M/D/K system with impatient customers. Such M/D/K system with impatience was analyzed, for instance in [11].

IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

We are interested in knowing the fundamental properties of the system described in the previous section. One quantity of interest, for instance, is the relationship between \( K \) and \( N_0 \).

One obvious bound is the rate of allocation: since each new flow will reserve one of the \( K \) interfaces for \( \tau \) units of time, the system can serve new requests at a rate of at most \( K/\tau \) per unit of time. This can be stated as:

**Theorem 4.1:** A necessary condition on the arrival rate of customers in the system is:

\[
N_0 \lambda < \frac{K}{\tau}
\]  

(1)

Technically, for any rate under this upper bound, the queueing system would be stable: it would process all the arrivals
and reach a steady state distribution with finite waiting time. However, since we are dealing with impatient customers, we can in practice increase the rate of arrivals only such that the probability of customers leaving because their DNS timer has expired stays small, that is, bounded above by some (tunable) parameter $\epsilon > 0$.

We assume now that $\lambda < K/N_0\tau$. We attempt to see how close from this bound we can operate the system, while keeping the probability of dropping a request below some fixed $\epsilon$.

We recall the formula from [11], which is a close approximation of the system we consider. Assume that $W$ follows the steady-state distribution of the waiting time in the queue for the M/D/K customer without impatient customers. Denote by $\rho = K/\tau N_0 \lambda$. We assume $\rho < 1$.

**Theorem 4.2:** The probability that a customer leaves the system before being served is:

$$P_{\text{loss}} = \frac{(1 - \rho)P(W > \theta)}{1 - \rho P(W > \theta)} \quad (2)$$

The distribution $W$ is given, for instance, in [12] or [13]. From this, we can deduce the rate $\lambda N_0$ which satisfies the bound $P_{\text{loss}} < \epsilon$.

While the distribution of $W$ is given, it is difficult to numerically compute for large values of $K$. It also depends on the specific allocation of the interfaces to the flow arrival. We resort thus to some special cases and some approximations.

**A. One interface SIPNAT**

The simplest implementation of a SIPNAT box would have one IPv6 and one external interfaces. Since the cost of a SIPNAT platform would grow with the number of interfaces, it is interesting to consider the minimal configuration as a baseline. (Note that, since several IPv4 addresses can be multiplexed over the same interface, the cost might not consist of additional line-cards, but of additional global, public IPv4 addresses.)

**Theorem 4.3:** For a system with one interface, $P(W > \theta)$ can be computed as:

$$P(W > \theta) = 1 - (1 - \rho) \sum_{j=0}^{\Theta} \frac{(\rho(j - \theta))^j}{j!} e^{-\rho(j-\theta)} \quad (3)$$

where $\rho = N_0 \lambda \tau$ and $\Theta = \lfloor \theta \rfloor$, i.e. the largest integer less than or equal to $\theta$.

**Proof:** This is a straightforward derivation of classical queuing theory. A numerical method to solve the equation can be found in [14].

Combined with Equation 2, we can then obtain the probability of packet loss as a function of $N_0$, $\tau$, and $\lambda$.

**B. Multiple interfaces**

We now consider that $K > 1$ and study the allocation policy, namely how the SIPNAT box selects the interface to map to the requested IPv6 address. In the first considered policy, the assignment is made randomly, using for instance a hash of the FQDN requested by the IPv4 source. In the second policy, the assignment is made according to a round robin policy, where the interfaces are selected sequentially, modulo $K$.

**Hash-based interface assignment**

We assume that the SIPNAT box picks the interface $GWv4_i$ randomly according to a uniform distribution over $\{1, \ldots, K\}$. This models a system where the interface is assigned based upon a hash of the IPv6 destination (where the IPv6 population is large enough and the requests evenly distributed over the whole population).

**Theorem 4.4:** $P_{\text{loss}}$ and $P(W > \theta)$ can be computed as in Theorem 4.3 with $\rho$ replaced by $\rho' = N_0 \lambda \tau / K$.

**Proof:** Hashing functions as a random thinning of the Poisson process arrival. With probability $i/K$, the next flow is assigned to interface $GWv4_i$. Thus $GWv4_i$ receives incoming flows with a Poisson process inter-arrival with rate $N_0 \lambda / K$.

A random assignment of the interface to the new flow requests ensures that the $K$ interfaces act as $K$ independent single interface SIPNAT with the incoming rate scaled down by a factor $K$. One needs to set the parameters so that the probability of a loss for each one of these SIPNAT is less than $\epsilon$.

**Round-robin interface assignment**

Another popular policy is to allocate the interfaces to the new flow sequentially. Note that, since the service time is deterministic, this means that the allocation policy is work preserving, namely that if the chosen interface is non-empty, then there exist no empty interface which is empty which could have processed the request faster. Since the random allocation does not necessarily have this property, the round-robin interface must be more efficient.

In this set-up, the inter-arrival process at interface $GWv4_i$ is not Poisson anymore, but two flow requests are separated by $K$ exponential random inter-arrival times, and the inter-arrival process at interface $GWv4_i$ is thus Erlang-$K$ distributed. There is no expression for the waiting time distribution of an $Erl(K)/D/1$ system (using Kendall’s notation). However, we can consider the convergence as $K$ grows large.

**Theorem 4.5:** For a round-robin SIPNAT system with $K$ interfaces, if the arrival rate $\lambda(K)$ increases proportionally to $K$ so that $\rho = N_0 \lambda(K) \tau / K$ stays constant, then the waiting time in the system decreases to 0, and the probability of losing a new customers decays to zero as well as $K \to \infty$.

**Proof:** The inter-arrival rate to interface $GWv4_i$ is equal to the sum of $K$ independent random variables with identical exponential distribution with rate $N_0 \lambda(K)$ (writing $\lambda(K) = \lambda K$ since the relation is of proportionality). Denote by $X_j, 1 \leq j \leq K$ a sequence of i.i.d. exponentially distributed random variable with parameter $N_0 \lambda(K)$. Then the inter-arrival time $A(K)$ at $GWv4_i$ is equal in distribution to $\sum_{j=1}^{N_0 \lambda(K)} X_j$. A straight-forward application of the central limit theorem states that $A(K)$ converges in distribution to:

$$KE(X) + \sqrt{K} \sigma_X N(0, 1) \quad (4)$$

where $E(X)$ is the mean of all $X_j$ random variables, and $\sigma_X$ its standard deviation. Since $E(X) = 1/(N_0 \lambda(K))$ and $\sigma_X = 1/(N_0 \lambda(K))$, $A(K) = K/N_0 \lambda(K) (1 + 1/\sqrt{K} N(0, 1))$. 

Taking, $\lambda(K) = \lambda K$, $A(K)$ converges to $\frac{1}{N(0,1)}(1 + N(0,1)/\sqrt{K})$.

As $K \to \infty$, this means that the inter-arrival times converge to a deterministic distribution, and the system is asymptotically equivalent to a D/D/1 system with rate $\rho < 1$. For such system, the waiting time is zero. This leads to a probability of flow loss equal to zero as well.

Scaling up both the arrival rate and the number of interfaces proportionally improves the performance (providing that $\rho < 1$). This means that a system dimensioned to work with a specific arrival rate and number of interfaces could be simply modified, if the arrival rate of flow request increases, by adding a proportional amount of interfaces to the rate increase.

Similarly, multiplexing an increasing number of IPv6 addresses (i.e. increasing $N_0$) should be compensated by a corresponding increase in $K$, so as to keep $\rho < 1$. If the increase of $N_0$ and $K$ is exactly proportional, then the performance of the system will improve, as the packet loss decreases to zero. One could increase $K$ slightly less if one wants to only keep the flow loss probability constant, but it should be linear to $N_0$ to satisfy the constraint $\rho < 1$. Thus a proportional relationship between $K$ and $N_0$ is both necessary (Equation 1) and sufficient (Theorem 4.5). Also, please note that, while a sublinear growth of the number $K$ of interfaces with $N_0$ would scale better, a linear growth is sufficient: there is currently a constant proportional factor for NAT translation, where a typical NAT box could multiplex up to 65,536 private addresses onto a single public address.

These results provide guideline to minimize the loss of new flows when $K$ is the limiting factor. However, after the interface has been allocated to the new flow within the $\theta$-time window, there is a risk that the new flow will come from a source which already has an on-going filtering rule set-up with the interface at the SIPNAT box. We discuss this issue in the next subsection.

C. Probability of Source Address Collision

SIPNAT establishes filtering rule based on the interface address $GWv4_i$ and the source address $Sv4$, which translates packets which match the filtering rule to the IPv6 address $Hv6$. If a new flow is assigned the same interface, the interface waits for the new flow, and creates the filtering rule corresponding to this flow towards the IPv6 host specified by the DNS request.

If the filtering is based strictly upon the IP header of the packet, then a collision occurs when a new flow is assigned the same interface as an existing flow from the same IP address. However, if the source is defined to include more protocol information (filtering on transport protocol, or using TCP/UDP ports, or using the TCP sequence number) then multiple flows from the same source IP address can be easily multiplexed through the same SIPNAT interface. We define a source to be the filtering information that the SIPNAT interface uses to forward the packet.

Then we ask: how many interfaces are required to reduce the probability of collision from the same (generalized) source below a given $\epsilon$ probability?

The probability of collision depends on the length of time a filtering rule is set at the SIPNAT, which is equal to the time length of the flow plus the time required for the interface to notice that the flow is over\(^3\). We denote by $B$ the random variable describing the lifetime of a filtering rule at the interface.

We assume a specific flow is assigned to an interface randomly and uniformly over the set of interfaces: this is trivially true if the interface assignment is random. For round-robin assignments, two successive flows from the same source will be assigned to two interfaces separated by the number of new flows from other sources requesting an interface in between. Since this number is random, and if there are many such flow requests (with respect to $K$) between two successive flows from the same source, then one can assume the two successive assignments for the same flow are uniformly distributed.

One key point regarding the assignment is that the SIPNAT does not know the source of the flow when it assigns the interface, since it only receives the DNS request (it can assign flows requests issued by a given DNS server to different groups of interfaces, but the treatment is similar on the subset of interfaces).

A flow from source $S$ will stay (as a filter rule) at an interface for a time period $B$ and flows will arrive to this interface with rate $\lambda_S/K$ where $\lambda_S$ is the inter-arrival rate of flows from source $S$ into the SIPNAT system.

A collision will occur any time that $B$ is greater than the inter-arrival of subsequent flows from $S$ to the same interface. Denoting by $F_B$ the cumulative distribution function of $B$, this can be computed as:

$$P(\text{collision}) = \int_0^\infty (1 - F_B(x)) \frac{\lambda_S}{K} e^{-\frac{\lambda_S}{K} x} dx \quad (5)$$

**Theorem 4.6:** If $B$ is exponentially distributed with rate $\mu$ (respectively deterministic with duration $D$), then the probability of a collision is:

$$\frac{\lambda_S}{\lambda_S + K\mu} \left( \text{respectively } 1 - e^{-\frac{\lambda_S D}{K}} \right) \quad (6)$$

**Proof:** This is a consequence of Equation 5 with $F_B$ exponential or deterministic.

Again, one can compute from Equation 5 the number $K$ of interfaces required to set the probability of a collision below a given threshold $\epsilon$.

V. Evaluation

We first consider the relationship between the number of servers and the time in the system. Figure 2 depicts the waiting time in the system (without impatience) for the assignment of an interface. Each curve corresponds to the same load in the system (plotted on the x-axis), but split along a varying number of interfaces (equal to 1,8,32,64,128 and 256; the latter corresponds to a /24 prefix assigned to the SIPNAT box on its IPv4 side). One can check that, despite the constant load,
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